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* Image for illustrative purposes only.

Size Part No Barcode

500ml 1001 5020618010012

Product Description
Granville Spray Paint is a high quality alkyd based paint
formulated to give a durable finish on metal, hard plastic,
wood, glass and concrete surfaces.
Granville Spray Paint is fast drying and suitable for indoor and
outdoor applications.

Product Benefits
* Fast drying
* Durable finish
* Indoor & outdoor applications
* Excellent adhesion

Directions for Use
Ensure that the surface to be painted is clean and free from oil
and grease. If the surface requires cleaning use thinners.
Invert can and shake can well for several minutes before use.
Hold the can upright and spray from a distance of 30cm from
the surface. Build the the paint up in layers leaving 15 minutes
between each coat, if the surface to be painted requires a
primer leave again for 15 minutes before over- coating.

Storage Instructions
Store sealed in a cool, dry place away from direct sunlight or sources of ignition.

Shelf Life
18 months from date of manufacture

Specification Information
Coverage: 1-2m² depending on thickness
Tack free: 10-20mins depending on temperature

 Appearance :     Coloured paint

 Odour :     Characteristic

 Flammability :     Flammable

 VOC :     IIB (e), VOC max.840g/l(2010),VOC 521g/l

Safety Precautions
Please see our latest EC Safety Data Sheets for details.
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Transport Classification
Please see our latest EC Safety Data Sheets for details.

* The information contained in this leaflet is provided to enable the user to assess the product and should not be taken as a
specification. All information provided is given in good faith, we can however not assume liability. It is up to the user to ensure that

the information and the product is suitable for the use intended.
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